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Introduction

HP-75 VisiCalc has capabilities that make it unlike any other spreadsheet program. Some of these

features, already discussed in the VisiCalc Owner’s Manual, are:

e Multiple worksheets can exist in user memory simultaneously, and worksheets can reference each

other.

o Formulas in a worksheet can contain calls to specially designed BASIC programs, called extension

functions.

o Messages displayed by VisiCalc can be changed by placing substitute messages in a text file called

WIZIMSGS,

The power of HP-75 VisiCalc doesn’t stop here, however. There are two additional features designed for

more advanced users:

e The many BASIC language keywords provided by the VisiCalc module can be used to write BASIC

programs that create, examine, and modify worksheets—as programs independent of VisiCalc, as

extension functions called from a cell, or as programs that extend the command set. These lan-

guage extensions constitute a spreadsheet language—a language designed for and oriented toward

spreadsheet operations.

e The set of commands that VisiCalc can execute can be extended. Delete, Insert, Format, Global,

etc. are no longer the only commands available to modify worksheets. Commands can be created to

do whatever you want, by altering certain messages in '/ I Z I M55, adding new ones, and creating

specialized BASIC programs.

The VisiCalc Programmer’s Reference Manual describes these two new capabilities and some of their

uses. However, the manual is written primarily as a reference for programmers and contains very few

examples. To take full advantage of these capabilities, you should thoroughly understand HP-75

VisiCalc, and be well-versed in HP-75 BASIC language programming and the operation of the HP-75.

We expect that it will take some time to become proficient with the concepts and keywords, through a

combination of reading the manual and experimenting with the many features. Once you gain this

expertise, you will be able to extend HP-75 VisiCalc to uses never before envisioned for a spreadsheet

program.
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Section 1

Getting Started

Up to now, you have seen just one side of HP-75 VisiCalc—what you have learned from the VisiCalc

Owner’s Manual. VisiCalc is actually a product with a dual identity:

e An interactive tool for performing calculations on tabular data. This part of VisiCalc pro-

vides the user interface that allows you to examine, format, and modify cells, display and print

worksheets, etc.—in short, everything described in the VisiCalc Owner’s Manual. When you run

VisiCale, you actually run this BASIC program.

e A spreadsheet language for direct access of worksheets from BASIC. This is the set of

BASIC language keywords, provided by the VisiCalc module, that extends HP-75 BASIC. This set

of keywords allows direct worksheet access. When the VisiCalc interactive program accesses or

modifies worksheets, it uses these keywords.

The VisiCalc Owner’s Manual illustrated the interactive nature of VisiCalc. In the VisiCalc Program-

mer’s Reference Manual, the spreadsheet language will be described. When using this library of

keywords, you will interact with worksheets in a different way. For example, suppose you want to exam-

ine cell Mar “TotExp in worksheet ELIDNZET. There are two ways to do this—by running VisiCalc, or

by using the spreadsheet keywords. You already know how to do the former—by using the arrow keys

and the Go To command, pressing to see the formula, etc. Now let’s see how to examine

Mar ~TotExp with the keywords.

Load the ELIDGET worksheet into memory, and then execute the WiIFEKZHEET statement to specify

EUDGET as the worksheet to be examined:*

WORKSHEET 'BUDGET'

 

* To execute a statement from the keyboard of the HP-75, you must press after typing the statement. We will not show this

implied keystroke in the examples in this manual.
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VisiCalc coordinates like A1 or Jar™Irncome are not used by the keywords. Instead, column and row

coordinates are represented as numbers from 0-255. Below is a worksheet showing the numeric coordi-

nates of different cells, including the column and row headers:

 

A B Cc D

00|10 20 30 40

0,1 1,1 2,1 3,1 41

02112 22 32 42

0313 23 33 43

04 |14 24 34 44

 

&
W
O
N
=

    
The column coordinate is first in the coordinate pair, just as the column coordinate is first in coordi-

nate A1 or Jarn™Irncome. The column headers are in row 0, and the row headers are in column 0.

The upper-left corner, coordinate 0,0, is referred to as cell zero; it has a special function and is dis-

cussed later in this manual. Three functions, ZOL, Fidl, and COOFD#, are available to perform trans-

formations between numeric coordinates and VisiCalc coordinates.

Mar ~TotExp corresponds to column 3, row 9. Since you don’t necessarily know what type of cell this

is, you must find out by typing:

CELLTYFECE, 93

The ZELLT%FE function returns 2, which means that the cell contains a formula. Knowing that, the

cell can be examined with user-defined headers:

GETFOREMULAFCE, 2,12

or with default headers:

GETFORMULAFCE, 9,82

The result can be examined in formatted form:

GETUWHLUEXCE, 2,82

or unformatted form:

GETUWAHLUE£CZ , 2,12

The local format can also be examined:

GETFOREMRATC=E, 22

These commands have counterparts called FUTFORMULA, FUTWYALUE, and FUTFOREMAT that allow

you to change the cell contents. For example, FUTFOREMAT =, %, 2 will put the Integer format (/Fl)

into the cell.
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This simple example is just the beginning. The VisiCalc keywords provide the ability to do any oper-

ation performed by the VisiCalc interactive program—insert, delete, and move columns and rows,

change display modes, etc. The descriptions in the pages that follow will show you the range of capa-

bilities available. Beyond that, your imagination is the only limit to the applications of BASIC pro-

grams using the VisiCalc spreadsheet language.





Section 2

Keyword Descriptions

This is the description of the keywords provided by the VisiCalc module. First, the name of each

keyword is given, and whether the keyword is a function or a statement. Then the expected parameters

are listed. Optional parameters are surrounded with brackets ([ ]). Bulleted items are any cautions that

should be observed when using the keyword, and are listed next. Finally, a list of errors that may be

reported by the keyword is given. For details on the specific conditions that can cause the listed errors

to occur, refer to appendix A, “VisiCalc Errors and Warnings.”

ACTIVES function
 

HCTIVES
   

Returns the file name of the active worksheet, as long as that worksheet is in RAM, and the scratch

space needed by VisiCalc exists. In all other cases, HCZTIWVE#$ will return a null string.

Errors: none

AVERAGE function
 

HWVERRGE Clist
   

Returns the average of the items in the /ist when used in a VisiCalc formula. Cannot be used anywhere

except in a VisiCalc formula. The average of the items in the /ist is the sum of the items divided by the

number of numeric parameters in the /ist. If the number of numeric parameters is zero, returns

EREOF. Because AYEFHAGE computes using internal 16-digit math routines, it will yield a more pre-

cise result than if you compute the average manually. AEFRHAGE is the same as MEAH.

Errors: none

BLANK statement
 

ELHHE column coordinate , row coordinate
   

11
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Blanks the designated cell and reclaims the space used by that cell, unless the cell contains a local

format. If there is a local format, the space used by the cell can only be reclaimed by resetting the local

format to /FD with FLUTFORMAT either before or after using ELAHE.

Errors: 200, 201, 202

CALLVC statement
 

CHLLWC ' file name!
   

Performs a = TOWAFRand a CALL. Does not turn on the PRGM annunciator.

e If the BASIC program to be called using CHAL L'is in a module, that program must be the first

non-LEX file in the module. This applies particularly to visi-commands, since every visi-com-

mands program is called by VisiCalc using CHLL. If the visi-commands program is in a module,

the program must be the first non-LEX file in the module.

e See the cautions for = TOWAR.

Errors: 16, 200, 202, same as the HP-75 CFALL statement

CELLTYPE function
 

CELLTYFE Y column coordinate . row coordinate
   

Returns a number representing the type of the designated cell. Cell types are indicated by the following

numbers:

 

 

  

Number Cell Type

1 value

2 formula

3 formula with external references

4 label

5 repeating label

6 blank*

7 column or row default header

8 column or row user-defined header

* A cell located beyond (MHAHXCOL,MAXEDN) is consid-

ered to be blank.   
Errors: 200, 201
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CHOICE$ function
 

CHOICE# message number
  
 

Returns the legal choices from the designated message. The choices are the underlined characters in

the message, returned without underlines. If there are no choices, returns a null string. CHOICE#

looks for the designated message first in the text file IS IMZZ%. If the file does not exist in user

memory, or if it exists and is not a text file, the choices from the corresponding message in the VisiCalc

module are returned. ZHJ I ZE # will skip over a single leading blank in a message in case the text file

contained a blank, for readability, between the line number and the message.

Errors: 16, 42

CLRLCD statement
 

CLELCD [start position [, end position]]
  
 

Clears the LCD from the start position to the end position. This does not clear the input buffer—only

the LCD. Used to selectively clear portions of the LCD, particularly when different size LCD windows

are being used (refer to ZETHIH for a discussion of LCD windows). L FL[ with no parameters is

equivalent to CLFELCD 1,32, CLELCD with one parameter is equivalent to CLFELCD start

position , Z 2.

 

  
 

Errors: 89

CLRSCR statement

CLESCE

Clears the current DIZFLAY 1% device by sending EZC H EZC .l If used in visi-commands,

sends the same escape sequence to the current FEIMTEFR 1% device.

Errors: none

COL function
 

CiaL « * VisiCalc coordinate ' »
  
 

Returns the number of the column coordinate that the VisiCalc coordinate represents—the inverse of

CO0ORD#. Accepts coordinates with default or user-defined headers. Trailing blanks are ignored, and

brackets are required for user-defined headers. Returns 0 if the coordinate is a row header, the header is
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not present, or the coordinate is an illegal syntax or an external coordinate. Therefore, a particular

coordinate does not exist if both CL and EQl return O.

Errors: 200

COLWIDTHS function
 

COLMIDTHECcolumn coordinate
   

Returns the local column width of the designated column. If there is no local column width for that

column, returns a null string.

Errors: 200, 201

COORD$ function
 

 
LOOREDF Ccolumn coordinate , row coordinate , specifier

  

Returns a VisiCalc coordinate given the numeric column and row coordinates. The specifier is a number

that specifies the type of coordinate desired, as follows:

 

 

Specifier Coordinate Type

0 default headers

1 user-defined headers

2 user-defined headers with no brackets (only if both headers are user-defined)

3 user-defined headers with nulls

4 user-defined headers with nulls and no brackets (type 2 and 3 combined)

5 type 4 with a space instead of a caret    
A null user-defined header is created by using FIUTLAEEL to put a null string into the header area

(column or row 0), or by typing [ 1 as a header when the /HC or /HR command is used from VisiCalc.

Below are examples of the different specifiers for the ZAMFLE worksheet:

 

 

SAMPLE A B C

Jan (null)

1

2 Sales

3 (null)    
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Specifier 0 Specifier 1 Specifier 2 Specifier 3 Specifier 4

a8, 8=error 8,8,1 =error @, 8.2 =error g.08,3 =error g,8,.4 = error

g,1,8=1 g,.1,1=1 g.1,2=1 g,1,3=1 g.1.4=1

g,2,.8==2 a2, 1=0[0[5zle:=1] 4,2, 2 ales 4,2, 2 =0[5zle=] 8,2,4==%5zles

B,3,8=73 g,3,1=13 §,3,2=132 A,3,3=10L[1 g§,2.4 =null

1,8,8=H 1,8,1 =0dand 1,8,2 = Jan 1,8,3==0dan] 1,8,4 far

1,1,8=81 1,1 =0dandl 1,2 =>04andt 1,1,2=>0darn]l 1,1,4=>0[dandl

1,2,8=¢82 P.2. 0 =0danSales] 1,22 Jan™Sales 1,2,2 =0dan"S2les] 1,2,4 Jarn™Sales

1,3, 8=H3 1,3,1 =[0Jdanl3 1,3,2=>C04anl3 1,2, 3 =[dan] 1,3,4 Jan

2,8, 8=E8 2,8,1=E 2.,8,2=E 2,8, 3=E 2,8, 4=E

2,1, 8=81 2, 1,1 =E1 2,1,2=E1 2,1, 3=8l 2, 1,4=Eg1

2.2, 8=E2 2,2,1 =EB[5ales 2,2, 2=EBL[5alez] 2,2, 3=EBL[E5alez] 2,2, 4=E[5alez]

2,3, 8=E3 2,3, 1=E3 2,3,2 =83 2,2,2=E 2, 3,4=E

I.8,8 =1 I8 1=C I.8.2=LC I.8,3=10[1 I.8.4 =null

I l,a=101 .01 =101 b2 =1L1 0.3 =1 1,4 =1

i.2.8=02 2.2, 1 =0C05zles] 3.0, 2=005z1ez2] 2.0, 3=105zle=] i.8,4 =%5ales

2,3,8 3 2.3, 1 =03 3.3, 2=L3 2,3, 3=10[1 2,34 =null

A sixth column, titled Specifier 5, would be just like the Specifier 4 column, except that

1.2, =Jdan Sale=s.

Errors: 200, 201

CURSOFF statement
 

CURSOFF

   

Turns off the cell cursor on the video by sending an escape sequence for cursor addressing followed by

the cell contents, formatted according to cell type, format, and column width. Uses the column and row

coordinates of the current cell and of the upper-left corner of the video (status 5, 6, 7, and 8), the local

and global column widths, and header suppression (status 13) to determine how to address the cursor

and where to send the cell contents. Sends nothing to the video if the column is too wide to fit.

e The escape sequence and formatted cell contents are always sent to the current FEIHTER I

device. If the current FEIHTEFR I3Zdevice is not an HP 82163 Video Interface (or equivalent),it

may respond differently to the escape sequences sent by CLREZOFF,

Errors: 200, 202
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CURSON statement
 

CHRESOH

  
 

Turns on the cell cursor on the video by sending an escape sequence for cursor addressing followed by

the highlighted cell contents, formatted according to cell type, format, and column width. Uses the

column and row coordinates of the current cell and of the upper-left corner of the video (status 5, 6, 7,

and 8), the local and global column widths, and header suppression (status 13) to determine how to

address the cursor and where to send the cell contents. Sends nothing to the video if the column is too

wide to fit.

e The escape sequence and formatted cell contents are always sent to the current FEINTER IZ

device. If the current FRIHTER I5 device is not an HP 82163 Video Interface (or equivalent), it

may respond differently to the escape sequences and highlighted characters sent by CLIFESOH.

Errors: 200, 202

DECOMP$ function
 

DECOMEFF Cspecifier
  
 

Takes the result of the FFFRSE function (i.e., the internal form of a formula in VisiCalc’s scratch

space) and returns it as a formula. Equivalent to GETFOREMLULA#$ for a formula in VisiCalc’s scratch

space. If the specifier is 0, the formula will be returned with coordinates containing default headers. If

the specifier is 1, the formula will be returned with coordinates containing user-defined headers.

e See the cautions for MARE.

Errors: 16, 89, 200, 202

DELCOL statement
 

CDELCOL column coordinate
  
 

Deletes the specified column, causing all columns to the right of the designated column to move to the

left one column position. The user-defined header for that column will also be deleted. Formulas are

adjusted so that any cell references (except external and underlined) will still reference the correct

data. Local column widths will also be adjusted.

When a column is deleted, any references to cells in the deleted column will be displayed with default

headers and underlined, and the value of the cell containing the deleted references will be ERFF.
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DELCOL & is a special case equivalent to using EL FAHE on every row header. The other columns

remain unmoved, and no cell references or column widths are adjusted. Because of this, DELCOL & is

not the reverse of IHZCIOL &,

Errors: 200, 201, 202

DELROW statement
 

ODELECOH row coordinate
   

Deletes the specified row, causing all rows below the designated row to move up one row position. The

user-defined header for that row will also be deleted. Formulas are adjusted so that any cell references

(except external and underlined) will still reference the correct data.

When a row is deleted, any references to cells in the deleted row will be displayed with default headers

and underlined, and the value of the cell containing the deleted references will be ERFIE.

DELEOM & is a special case equivalent to using EL AHE on every row header. The other rows remain

unmoved, and no cell references are adjusted. Because of this, DELFild & is not the reverse of

ITHZREOW B,

Errors: 200, 201, 202

DIRS function
 

O IF % < specifier , 'file type '
   

Returns file names of the designated type chronologically, or a null string if there are no files of the

designated type. Returns names of user memory files only. The specifier determines which file name

will be returned, as follows:

 

Specifier File Returned
 

next newer file

next olderfile

newest file

oldest file&
S
W
O
N
=

    
o Specifier 3 performs initialization, and must be used once before using specifiers 1, 2, or 4. If the

file catalog is altered after initialization (file name changes, or files added, deleted, or

timestamped), 0' I F# must be reinitialized using specifier 3.
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e If there is more than one file in user memory with the same creation time, the most recently

created file may be the only file returned by 1 I F#.

Errors: 89, 200

DSP$ function
 

D=FE
   

Returns the name of the first DI ZFLAY 1% device that was active when VisiCalc was started. If an

A% IGH IO has not been done, if there are no DIZFLAY 1% devices, or if an IFF I has been

done, a null string is returned. Refer to /i for more details on how VisiCalc handles display devices.

o 15¥ will always return the name of the first DIZFLAY I% device while VisiCalc is running.

When VisiCalc ends, this name will still be correct until the name or location of the first

ODISFLAY I% device changes. When this happens, [iZF# will continue to return the previous

DISZFLAY 1% device name until VisiCalc is run again.

e In an extension function, it may be necessary to determine if a display device exists, and if it is

active. D5 F# indicates the presence of a display device, and status 18 reflects whether or not it is

active (/VY or /VN). GETSTATUS 123LEHTDOSF#$ > @ returns 1 if there is an active display

device, and 0 if there is either no display device or an inactive one. For example, to clear the screen

only if there is an active display device, use IF GETZTHATUSIS4lENCDSFE0

THEHM CLESCE.

Errors: 200

DUMP function
 

LILIMF < start column , start row , end column , end row . specifier
   

Sends the active worksheet to the printer or video. The portion of the worksheet that will be printed or

displayed has the upper-left corner at (start column, start row) and the lower-right corner at (end col-

umn, end row). Each cell is formatted according to cell type, format, and column width.

The specifier is a number that determines what type of device the worksheet is being sent to, whether

or not to display or print the headers, how the headers will be set off from the rest of the worksheet,

and whether or not the key can be used to interrupt the display or print operation:
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Include How Set Off Key
Specifier Device Headers Headers? Interrupt?

—1 video yes inverse video no

printer no yes

1 printer yes dashes and bars yes     
 

For a specifier of —1 (video), ['LIMF will first send an escape sequence to home the cursor. Each row is

sent with the proper number of cells followed by as many blanks as are needed to send a total of

WWIDTH—1 characters.

For specifiers 1 and 0 (printer with and without headers), [1LIMFreturns 1 if the key was pressed,
or 0 if not. For a specifier of —1, [ILIMF always returns O.

e The worksheet is always sent to the current FEIHNTEFE 1% device. When using a specifier of —1

(video), if the current FREIHMTEFR I3 device is not an HP 82163 Video Interface (or equivalent), it

may respond differently to the highlighted characters sent by DiLIFF.

¢ Since headers are displayed or printed depending on the value of the specifier, the boundaries of

the area to be displayed or printed should not include column or row 0.

Errors: 16, 200, 202

ENDVC statement
 

ERDOVET
  
 

Ends VisiCalc when used in visi-commands or in an extension function. Resets the active worksheet

name to null as if the WIFEEZHEET statement with no parameter was executed. Restores the original

values of the HP-75 global conditions that are altered by VisiCalc (refer to i for further details). Has

no effect from the keyboard or from any BASIC program not called from VisiCalc.

Errors: 200

ERROR function
 

ERREOE
  
 

Returns the value of EFFEFE when used in a VisiCalc formula. Cannot be used anywhere except in a

VisiCalc formula. If ERFEOFE and HA are both in a formula, the result is whichever of them appears

first.

Errors: 200, 202
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FIRSTREF$ function
 

 
FIREZTEEF %< column coordinate , row coordinate , specifier

 
 

Returns either the VisiCalc coordinate of the first cell reference (except external and underlined) in a

formula, or a null string if the formula contains no cell references. If the specifier is 0, coordinates

containing default headers will be returned. If the specifier is 1, coordinates containing user-defined

headers will be returned.

e See the cautions for MHAFE.

Errors: 200, 201, 202

GETFORMAT function
 

 
GETFOREMAT Ccolumn coordinate , row coordinate *

 
 

Returns a number representing the local format from the designated cell. Local formats are indicated

by the following numbers:

 

Number Format

0 JFD
[FG
JFI
JFL
/FR
[F$
JF%

 

A
N

s
W
N

=

    
Errors: 200, 201

GETFORMULAS function
 

CETFORMULAF Ccolumn coordinate . row coordinate , specifier
  
 

Returns the formula from the designated cell. If the cell is a value, returns the value as a string.

Returns a null string if the cell is not a value or a formula. If the specifier is 0, formulas will be
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returned with coordinates containing default headers. If the specifier is 1, formulas will be returned

with coordinates containing user-defined headers.

e Refer to “Warnings When Formulas Are Returned” in appendix A, and the cautions for MFAF .

Errors: 16, 200, 201, 202

GETLABELS$ function
 

GETLHEEL® “column coordinate . row coordinate
   

Returns the label or repeating label from the designated cell. Returns a null string if the cell is not a

label or repeating label.

Errors: 200, 201

GETSETUP$ function
 

GETSETURE
   

Returns the printer setup string. Returns a null string if there is no setup string.

Errors: 200

GETSTATUS function
 

GETSTHTUS Cstatus number

  
 

Returns a number representing the designated status item. The status information returned cor-

responds to the following status numbers:
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Status Description Possible Values
Number

0 unused 0-255

1 Recalculation mode 0 = Automatic

1 = Manual

2 recalculation order 0 = by columns

1 = by rows

3 Global format 1 = /GFG

2 = |GFI

3 = /GFL

4 = /|GFR

5 = |GF$

6 = /GF%k

4 global column width 0-255

5 column coordinate of current cell 1-255

6 row coordinate of current cell 1-255

7 column coordinate of upper-left corner of

video 1-255

8 row coordinate of upper-left corner of video 1-255

column coordinate of window access cell 1-255

10 row coordinate of window access cell 1-255

11 Formula/Result Display mode 0 = Result

1 = Formula

12 VisiCalc level—two-way communication path

between VisiCalc and an extension function

called from cell zero*

e passed from VisiCalc to the extension 1 = start-up

function 2 = cell entry

3 = exit

e passed by the extension function to 0 = update video if necessary

VisiCalc 1 = update video

13 suppress default headers 0 =no

1 = yes

* For a discussion of the use of status 12, refer to “Cell Zero.”
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Status Description Possible Values
Number

14 Coordinate Display mode for cell contents 0 = default headers

field of cell display 1 = user-defined headers

15 Coordinate Display mode for cell coordinates 0 = default headers

field of cell display 1 = user-defined headers

16 Display Format mode 0 = Formatted

1 = Unformatted

17 coordinate display specifier—determines the 0 = default headers

type of coordinates that will be displayed in 1 = user-defined headers

the cell coordinates field of the cell display 2 = user-defined headers with no brackets

(used by COOEDE at Top level) 3 = user-defined headers with nulls

4 = user-defined headers with nulls and no

brackets (type 2 and 3 combined)

5 = type 4 with a space instead of a caret

18 video active 0 = inactive

1 = active

19 external cell references in worksheet 0 = no external references

1 = at least one external reference   
Errors: 89, 200

GETVALUE$ function
 

 
LETVHLUE® Ccolumn coordinate , row coordinate . specifier

  

Returns, as a string, the numeric value of the designated cell. If a cell is nonnumeric (label, repeating

label, blank, or header), it will return zero. If the value of the cell is ERFIFor M, the strings FRFE

or HMF will be returned. If the specifier is 0, values will be returned formatted according to the cell

format. If the specifier is 1, values will be returned unformatted.

Errors: 16, 200, 201
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GETWIDTH function
 

GETHWIDOTHcolumn coordinate
   

Returns the numeric value of the column width for the designated column. If there is no local column

width, returns the global column width.

Errors: 200, 201

HIGHS function
 

HIGHS$ "string' »
   

Returns the string with each character highlighted—underlined in the LCD or inverse video on the

display device. This is equivalent to adding 128 to the numeric value of each ASCII character. If a

character is already highlighted, leaves it unchanged.

Errors: none

INCAT function
 

IHCHT © 'file name ' |, 'file type '
   

Returns a number that describes the existence, in user memory only, of the file name with the des-

ignated file type. The number returned has the following meaning:

 

 

    

Number Meaning

1 File is nonexistent.

2 File exists and is the designated file type.

3 File exists and is not the designated file type.

4 Invalid file name.

Errors: 89

INLINES function
 

IMLIHE# Y "input string' . window start , cursor position , 'terminator string ' . cursor type::
   

Extends the capabilities of the HP-75’s I HFIIT statement and kE*'# function to provide greater flexi-

bility in accepting keyboard input. IHL IHE# allows the user to press any combination of keys for
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input and editing, just like the IHFLIT statement. While IHFLIT terminates execution only when spe-

cific keys are pressed, such as [RTN], any number of different keys can be defined that will cause

IHIL.IHE# to terminate execution and exit. These keys can be in addition to or instead of the set of

keys that terminate the IMHFLIT statement. When one of these terminating keys is pressed, [ Hi. IHE#

returns the ASCII character corresponding to that key, just like E "' #.

The five parameters for IHL IHE# have the following meanings:

 

 

Parameter Meaning

Input string The string that is being edited.

Window start The first character position of the input string that appears at the left end of the

LCD window (as specified by =E TIH).

Cursor position The location within the input string where the cursor appears.

Terminator string The string of ASCIl characters representing the keys that, when pressed by the

user, will cause IHL IHE#* to terminate.    Cursor type 0 = replace cursor, 1 = insert cursor
 

IHLIHE#® can best be illustrated with an example. During value entry while running VisiCalc, there

are five keys that cause VisiCalc to take some action. All other keys behave as they would during

normal HP-75 input and editing: character entry, insert/replace mode, delete, backspace, clear, arrows,

shift-arrows, control-arrows, etc. The five terminator keys defined during value entry are as follows:

 

 

    

Terminator Key Meaning

Accept entry and return to Top level.
Return to Top level.

Toggle cell coordinates between default and user-defined headers.
J Calculate the entry.

Exit VisiCalc.

Suppose that while typing in the =zwm:lmar “housseld. .  [mar™utilld: formula in the

EUDGET worksheet, you have a display that looks like this:

Mar "TotalE=pdidy hous4l, . . Dmar ™y

Because fMar “TotalE=xpdi2: is 17 characters long, the LCD window is set to 18,32 with

SETHIM 1% (refer to SETHIH for a discussion of LCD windows). The I+ is the first character of the
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input string that appears in this LCD window. The five parameters for IMHL IHE# that set up this

display are as follows:

Input string—+=zumiCmar “housel, .  Cmar~util Il

Window start = character 11

Cursor position = character 15

Terminator string: CHE#< 12 ([RIN]), CHE$ 122 ([ATIN]), CHEFC 122 ([TIME)), (1],

CHE£C1583 ([SHIFTJ(ATIN])

Cursor type = 1 (insert cursor)

When one of the terminator keys is pressed, IHL IHE# returns the ASCII character corresponding to

that key. As the visi-commands examples illustrate, the easiest way to process that key in BASIC is to

find the position of that key in the original terminator string used by IHiL IHE#, and use that position

in an OH GOTO or an OH GOSUE,

Unlike IHFLUT, which assigns the input to variables in the input list, IHL I HE# only returns the key

that was pressed. The input itself must be read using separate functions that return the input string,

window start, cursor position, and cursor type, as follows:

 

Parameter Keyword
 

Input string IHFEUF®

Window start THFMHIH

Cursor position IHFFTE

Cursor type IRFLAG    
e The input string is limited to 96 characters. IHL I HE # will not function properly if the input string

is more than 96 characters long.

e There are 17 terminating keys already defined by the HP-75 that will still cause IHL IHE % to exit

unless they are included in the terminator string: [ATTN], [SHIFT](ATTN], [TIME], [SHIFT][TIME],

(APPT], [(SHIFT)(APPT], (EDIT], [#], (SHIFT](#], (+], (SHIFT](+], (FET], [SHIFT](FET], [CTL](FET], (RTN],
RUN]J, and [SHIFT](RUN]. If these keys are included in the terminator string, they will not cause
ITHLIHE# to exit. You must then either provide some action for these keys, or intercept all of

them and ignore specific ones. (During value entry, VisiCalc actually intercepts all these keys, but

only defines action for four of them.)

 

 

 

e It is possible to prevent IHL IHE# from exiting by providing a terminator string containing ASCII

characters that are not on the keyboard. Be sure to include in the terminator string at least one

character that can be produced by pressing a key from the keyboard.
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e If the four keywords IHFELIF$, IMFHIH, IHFFTE, and IFFLAG are not used immediately after

IHL IHE# exits, it is possible for that information to be lost. It is therefore recommended that the

four keywords be used immediately after IHL IHE# exits.

Errors: 16, 89, 200

INPBUF$ function
 

IMFEUF%
   

Returns the entire contents of the input buffer. The input buffer is the 96-character location where all

keyboard input is typed during editing, command entry, IHFLT, and IHL IHE#. Used mainly in

conjunction with IHL IHE# to establish the entire string that was input by the user.

Errors: none

INPPTR function
 

IMFFTE
   

Returns the position of the edit cursor within the input buffer. Used mainly in conjunction with

ITHLIMES.

Errors: none

INPWIN function
 

ITHFHIH
   

Returns the position of the first character of the input buffer that appears in the LCD window (as

specified by ZE T IH). Used mainly in conjunction with IHL IHE#,

Errors: none

INSCOL statement
 

ITH=C00L column coordinate

   

Inserts a blank column at the specified column position, causing all columns including and to the right

of the designated column to move to the right one column position. The user-defined header for that

column will also be moved. Formulas are adjusted so that any cell references (except external or under-

lined) will still reference the correct data. Local column widths are also adjusted.
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IHM=C0L @ is a special case equivalent to moving the row headers into column 1 of the worksheet.

Errors: 16, 89, 200, 201, 202

INSROW statement
 

TH=REOMW row coordinate

  
 

Inserts a blank row at the specified row position, causing all the rows including and below the des-

ignated row to move down one row position. The user-defined headers for those rows will also be

moved. Formulas are adjusted so that any cell references (except external and underlined) will still

reference the correct data.

IMZROM & is a special case equivalent to moving the column headers into row 1 of the worksheet.

Errors: 16, 89, 200, 201, 202

INTERP$ function
 

IMTEREF%
  
 

Takes the result of the FARSE function (i.e., the internal form of a formula in VisiCalc’s scratch

space), calculates it, and returns the result (unformatted) as a string. Equivalent to FECHL - followed

by CETWALUE# with a specifier of 1 for a formula in VisiCalc’s scratch space. If the value of the

formula is EEEOFEor HA, the strings ERFEOE or HA will be returned.

e IMTERF# must only be used in one of the following two ways: DIZF IMTEEF# or

A% = IHTERF#, where A# is any string variable. I HTEFF# will not work properly if it is used

in any other manner such as with string concatenation.

e Refer to “Warnings When Formulas Are Calculated” in appendix A.

Errors: 16, 89, 200, 202

IRFLAG function
 

IERFLAG
  
 

Returns the cursor type that was in effect when IHL IME# exited (0 = replace cursor, 1 = insert

cursor).

e Because I FFLHALG is used only in conjunction with IHL IHE ¥, the value it returns has no relation-

ship to the cursor type currently being displayed.

Errors: 200
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LEGAL function
 

[.EGHL Ccoordinate
  
 

Verifies that a coordinate has correct syntax. Accepts coordinates with default or user-defined headers.

Trailing blanks are ignored, and brackets are required for user-defined headers. Returns 0 if the coordi-

nate is an illegal syntax or an external coordinate, 1 if it is a legal column or row header only, and 2 if it

is a legal coordinate with both column and row headers. Does not check for the existence of any head-

ers contained in the coordinate.

Errors: 200

MARK statement
 

MHREE
   

Marks a cell reference as relative. The cell reference that will be marked is the one just returned from

FIRSTREF# or HEXTREF #. It is used on a coordinate or a range. To use on a range, use I1FF} for

the first part of the range, HE=TFEF # to get the second part of the range, and FiFFk again for the

second part of the range. References are unmarked when FEFLICHTE is executed, or by using the

LIHMARE command.

e None of the keywords that return formulas or portions of formulas (DECOMFE, GETFORMULAE,

FIFRSTREF#, and HEXTREF¥) work properly on formulas containing cell references that were

marked as relative using MFAFE. If a formula contains marked cell references, you will not be able

to examine that formula until the cell references are unmarked using IHMARE.

Errors: 200, 202

MAXCOL function
 

FH=ACOL
   

Returns the right-most active column. If there have been no columns entered into the worksheet, re-

turns a 1.

Errors: 200
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MAXL function
 

MA=L Clist
   

Returns the maximum of the items in the /ist when used in a VisiCalc formula. Cannot be used any-

where except in a VisiCalc formula. Zero is used as the value for labels, repeating labels, and empty

cells.

Errors: none

MAXROW function
 

MH=REON
   

Returns the bottom-most active row. If there have been no rows entered into the worksheet, returns a

1.

Errors: 200

MEAN function
 

MERHMClist
   

MEFAH is the same as AYVERAGE; refer to AVERAGE for more details.

Errors: none

MESSAGE$ function
 

MESSHGE ¥ Cmessage number
   

Returns the designated message. If there is no message, returns a null string. ME S SHGE # looks for the

designated message first in the text file IS IMZ G5, If the file does not exist in user memory, or if it

exists and is not a text file, the choices from the corresponding message in the VisiCalc module are

returned. ME=ZSHGE# will skip over a single leading blank in a message in case the text file contained

a blank, for readability, between the line number and the message.

Errors: 16, 42
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MINL function
 

MIMLst
   

Returns the minimum of the items in the /ist when used in a VisiCalc formula. Cannot be used any-

where except in a VisiCalc formula. Zero is used as the value for labels, repeating labels, and empty

cells.

Errors: none

MOVCOL statement
 

MOV0L source column , destination column

   

Moves the source column to the destination column position. All columns between the source and the

destination, including the destination, will move one position toward the source, and the source will be

placed in the destination’s previous location. The user-defined headers for the columns will also be

moved. Formulas are adjusted so that any coordinates or ranges (except externals and underlined) will

still reference the data in its new location. Local column widths are also adjusted.

Errors: 16, 200, 201, 202

MOVROW statement
 

MOVECH source row , destination row

   

Moves the source row to the destination row position. All rows between the source and the destination,

including the destination, will move one position toward the source, and the source will be placed in

the destination’s previous location. The user-defined headers for the rows will also be moved. Formulas

are adjusted so that any cell references (except external and underlined) will still reference the data in

its new location.

Errors: 16, 200, 201, 202
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NA function
 

HH
  
 

Returns the value of HHA when used in a VisiCalc formula. Cannot be used anywhere except in a

VisiCalc formula. If HA and EREQF are both in a formula, the result is whichever of them appears

first.

Errors: 200, 202

NEXTREF$ function
 

HE=TEEF#
  
 

Returns either the VisiCalc coordinate of the next cell reference (except external and underlined) in a

formula, or a null string if there are no remaining cell references. The coordinates will be returned

according to the specifier used in the F IEZTREF # function. The next cell reference is after the one

returned from either HE=TREF ¥ or FIEZTREF #. Returns a one character string if the cell reference

is the 2nd part of a range.

e FIRSZTEEF# must be used before using HE = TREF #.

e See the cautions for MAFE.

Errors: 200, 202

PARSE function
 

FARSZSEY "formula’ »

  
 

Converts the formula into its internal form, and puts it into VisiCalc’s scratch space. Returns the

character position where the first syntax error occurred, or O if there were no syntax errors. Trailing

blanks are ignored, and underlines are removed from any underlined characters.

Errors: 16, 42, 200, 202

PRTS function

FETE*

 

  
 

Returns the name of the first FEIMTER I% device that was active when VisiCalc was started. If an

A== IGH IO has not been done, if there are no FRIMNTEERE IZ=devices, or if an [iFF I has been

done, returns a null string. Refer to '/for more details on how VisiCalc handles print devices.
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e FET# will always return the name of the first FEIMTEFE 1% device while VisiCalc is running.

When VisiCalc ends, this name will still be correct until the name or location of the first

FEIMTERE IZ device changes. When this happens, FFET# will continue to return the previous

FEIMTEERE I% device name until VisiCalc has been run again.

Errors: 200

PRWIDTH? function
 

FRMIOTH?
  
 

Returns the current FIHIDTH. If FMIDTH was IHF, returns 2 . 2933393229994 959,

Errors: none

PUTFORMAT statement
 

 
FIUITFOREMAT column coordinate . row coordinate . format

 
 

Puts the format into the designated cell. Refer to GETFOEMAT for the meanings of the different cell

formats.

Errors: 16, 89, 200, 201

PUTFORMULA statement
 

FUTFOREMULHA column coordinate . row coordinate [, ' formula ']
   

Puts the formula at the designated cell. Converts the formula into its internal form, calculates

it, and puts the formula and its result into the designated cell. If the optional formula is not

present, assumes the formula has already been converted into its internal form by the FHAREZE

function. Thus FARZEformula: followed by FUTFOREMULA C.F has the same effect as

FUTFORMULA C,E, formula.

FUTFORMULA can also be used to enter a value (as a string) into the worksheet. If a value is entered,

it is given type 1 (see the CEL L T%FE function). A formula is type 2, and a formula containing exter-

nal cell references is type 3. ERFIF and HHA are considered to be formulas.

e Refer to “Warnings When Formulas Are Calculated” in appendix A.

Errors: 16, 42, 89, 200, 201, 202
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PUTLABEL statement
 

FIUTLHEEL column coordinate ., row coordinate . ' label'’
  
 

Puts the /abel into the designated cell. If labels containing highlighted characters (underlined in the

LCD, inverse video on the video) are put in the header area (column or row 0), the highlight will be

removed.

Errors: 16, 42, 89, 200, 201, 202

PUTRLABEL statement
 

FUTELHEEL column coordinate , row coordinate , ' repeating label*
  
 

Puts the repeating label into the designated cell. Only one copy of the repeating label is stored in the cell

because the number of times to repeat the label varies depending on the column width. It is the respon-

sibility of the [ILIMF function to display the correct number of repetitions of a repeating label.

Errors: 16, 42, 200, 201, 202

PUTSETUP statement
 

FUTSETUR [ setup string ']
   

Puts the printer setup string into the active worksheet. If the optional string is not present, removes the

setup string from the worksheet.

Errors: 16, 42, 200

PUTSTATUS statement
 

FUTZTRHRTUS status number , value
  
 

Sets the status item designated by the status number to the designated value. Refer to CETZTHTLE for

the meanings and possible values of the status numbers.

Errors: 89, 200, 201, 202

PUTVALUE statement
 

FUTWALUE column coordinate , row coordinate . value string
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Puts the value into the designated cell. Note that the value is input as a string, so that EFEIF or HA

can be input to the worksheet with this keyword. If a value is entered, it is given type 1 (see the

CELLTYFE function). ERFEOFRand HA are given type 2, since they are stored internally as formulas.

Errors: 16, 89, 200, 201, 202

PUTWIDTH statement
 

FUTHWIDTH column coordinate [ . width]
   

Puts the width into the designated column. If the optional width is not present, resets the width of the

designated column to the global column width.

Errors: 16, 89, 200, 201

RCLVAR statement
 

FCLVAE
   

Recalls the values for 19 BASIC integer variables from VisiCalc’s scratch space and places them back

into the variables. Also turns off the PRGM annunciator.

o ZTIVHAREmust be used before using FZLVAE.

o If RCLWHE is used from the keyboard, unpredictable results may occur.

o RZLYHAR blindly copies the contents of VisiCalc’s scratch space into the first 19 variables of the

BASIC program, whether those variables are integers or not. If the first 19 variables are not in-

tegers, unpredictable results may occur.

Errors: 200, 202

RECALC statement
 

FECHLC [column coordinate , row coordinate]
   

Calculates the value of the designated cell and puts the new value there. If the optional column and row

coordinates are not present, calculates the entire worksheet (by columns or by rows, depending on the

order of recalculation).

o Refer to “Warnings When Formulas Are Calculated” in appendix A.

Errors: 16, 200, 201, 202
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REPLICATE statement

FEFLICHTE

Performs replication. Copies the source range defined by the Z[ILIECE statement to the target range

defined by the TARZET statement. If the cells copied contain formulas, makes marked cell references

relative, calculates the new value of the formula, and puts the formula with its result into the new cell.

Also copies cell formats. Unmarks marked cell references in the source range when done.

e SOURCE, TARGET, and MARE must all have been used to set up the cells being replicated.

e Refer to “Warnings When Formulas Are Calculated” in appendix A.

Errors: 16, 200, 202

ROW function
 

ik < coordinate
  
 

Returns the number of the row coordinate that the coordinate represents—the inverse ofilFEE,

Accepts coordinates with default or user-defined headers. Trailing blanks are ignored, and brackets are

required for user-defined headers. Returns 0 if the coordinate is a column header, the header is not

present, or the coordinate is an illegal syntax or an external coordinate. Therefore, a particular coordi-

nate does not exist if both L. and F4 return O.

Errors: 200

SETWIN statement
 

 
SETHWIH [start position [ . end position]]

 
 

Specifies the portion of the LCD that will be the window into the input buffer. Normally, the LCD is a

32-character window into the 96-character input buffer. ZE T IH allows you to specify a smaller area,

anywhere on the LCD, as the window into that same 96-character input buffer. The LCD window is set

to be from the start position to the end position. ZETHIH with no parameters is equivalent to

SETHWIM 1,32, SETHIH with one parameter is equivalent to ZE TI Hstart position, Z:E.

SETHIH allows a BASIC program to “freeze” a prompt on the LCD and still accept a full 96-character

input. In the example used in the description of IHL IHE#, this would be done with the following

commands:
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Command Action

SETHIH Sets the LCD window to 1,32.

DISF "Mar™TotalBEspdiiis ' Displays the prompt to be frozen on the LCD. The

semicolon is needed so that the next item sent to the

LCD will not erase the fixed prompt.

SETHWIN 18 Sets the LCD window to 18,32, since the prompt it-

self occupies positions 1-17.

Now all input and editing will be done in the 15-character window between character positions 18 and

32 on the LCD.

e When working with windows of different sizes, M ITH IHF is advised to avoid conflicts between

the window size and width.

e Cursor addressing using ESC *; is always relative to the start of the window.

Errors: 89

SOURCE statement
 

SOURCE column 1.row 1,column 2, row 2
  
 

Specifies the source range for the FEFL I ZHATE statement. Column 1 and row 1 are for the first half of

the range, and column 2 and row 2 are for the second half of the range.

e Column 1 must be less than or equal to column 2, row 7 must be less than or equal to row 2, and the

range must be legal (only a column or row).

Errors: 200, 201, 202

SPEW statement
 

ZFEW [column coordinate , row coordinate]
  
 

Displays the internal form of the formula at the designated cell. If the optional column and row coordi-

nates are not present, displays the internal form of the formula in VisiCalc’s scratch space. Each byte

of the formula is displayed in decimal form, separated by colons, with the first two bytes representing

the formula length. ZFEL is strictly a diagnostic tool.

Errors: 16, 200, 201
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STOVAR statement
 

STOVHE
   

Stores the values for 19 BASIC integer variables from the current program into VisiCalc’s scratch

space.

e If ZTOWAR is used from the keyboard, unpredictable results may occur.

e ZTOUWAE blindly copies the values of the first 19 variables of the BASIC program into VisiCalc’s

scratch space, whether those variables are integers or not. If the first 19 variables are not integers,

unpredictable results may occur.

Errors: 200, 202

SUM function
 

=M dlist
   

Returns the sum of the items in the /ist when used in a VisiCalc formula. Cannot be used anywhere

except in a VisiCalc formula. Because =11computes using internal 16-digit math routines, it will yield

a more precise result than if you compute the sum manually.

Errors: none

TARGET statement
 

THEGET column 1.row 1.column 2. row 2
   

Specifies the target range for the FEFL IZHTE statement. Column 1 and row 1 are for the first half of

the range, and column 2 and row 2 are for the second half of the range.

e Column 1 must be less than or equal to column 2, row 17 must be less than or equal to row 2, and the

range must be legal (only a column or row).

Errors: 200, 201, 202
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UNMARK statement
 

LHMARE
   

Unmarks all marked cell references in the source range.

e Must be used if MAFE is used and no replication is performed.

e ZOUIRECE must be used before using LIHMARE.

Errors: 200, 202

UPCOL function
 

LIFCOL Ccurrent column , direction . specifier
   

Computes the left and right boundaries of the worksheet to be displayed or printed, and returns this

boundary as a number from 0 to 255. The local column widths are added together starting at the

current column until the first column is found that will not fit within “HIDOTH—1 or FHUIDTH,

depending on the specifier (—1 = video, 0 = printer without headers, 1 = printer with headers, just

like CiLiFF). On the video, header widths and column widths that are too wide to fit are ignored. On the

printer, header widths too wide to fit are ignored, but at least one column will be included in the

boundary to be printed, even if the column is greater than Fi{ I TH.

The direction indicates which direction to sum the local column widths. If the right boundary is to be

found (the current column is the left boundary to be displayed or printed), the direction is 1. If the left

boundary is to be found (the current column is the right boundary to be displayed or printed), the

direction is —1.

e If the direction is —1, and there are no columns to the left of the current column that will fit on the

video, the first left boundary found may be to the right of the current column.

Errors: 200

UPROW function
 

UFEOWCcurrent row :

   

Computes the lower boundary of the worksheet to be displayed, and returns this boundary as a number

from 1 to 255. The current row is added to “'LLEHZTH and adjusted for the rows of default and user-

defined headers at the top of the video.

e If the result of LIFFL is greater than 256, the screen is cleared, and 255 is returned.

Errors: 200
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VALCHK function
 

VHLCHE C "string ' »
  
 

Returns the numeric value of a string composed of digits, decimal point, and/or exponent. If the

numeric value is between 0 and 255, inclusive, returns the number. If not, beeps and returns —1.

Errors: none

vVC statement
 

Wi [specifier]
  
 

Executes VisiCalc. The optional specifier is a number that causes certain normal start-up procedures to

be bypassed, as follows:

 

 

Specifier Start-up Procedures Bypassed

0 Copyright notice

1 Copyright notice and worksheet catalog

2 Copyright notice, worksheet catalog, and calculation of cell zero    
Specifiers greater than 0 assume that an active worksheet already exists (i.e., the HIFEKZHEET state-

ment has been executed).

Certain HP-75 global conditions are altered while VisiCalc is executing, as follows:

 

Condition Value During VisiCalc
 

 

ODELAY

DEFAULT OFF/OH

DIZFLAY I3 device

MAEGIH

FREIHNTEE I3 device

TEACE FLOW/MVARS

MIDOTH

Window start

Window end  

DELAY &

DEFAULT OFF

FEIMTER IZ device

various

not used unless printing

TERCE 0OFF

MIDTH IHF

various

various   
All these conditions are saved when VisiCalc starts, changed to what VisiCalc needs while it is execut-

ing, and then restored to their original states when VisiCalc exits.
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When an extension function is executed, the original states are restored, so the extension function sees

the same configuration of the HP-75 as before VisiCalc was run. Upon return from the extension func-

tion, VisiCalc will ignore any changes made by the extension function to these global conditions. When

VisiCalc exits, the original states saved when VisiCalc was run will be restored, even if these were

changed by the extension function.

The only exception to this is for the HP-IL assignments. When VisiCalc starts, the names of the user’s

DISFLAY IS and FRIMTER I% devices are saved. Then the user’s DI SFLAY 1% device is made

into VisiCalc’s FEIMTER I3 device. This is done to allow separating the behavior of the video from

the behavior of the LCD.

The user’s DIZFLAY I% and FEIMTER I3 devices are restored when an extension function is

called. However, since an extension function could change the HP-IL configuration, it may not be pos-

sible to restore the DI ZFLAY I%Z and FEIMTER I% assignments to their original values. Therefore,

if an extension function changes the HP-IL assignments, the changed assignments will be restored

when VisiCalc exits.

The original global conditions are only restored when an extension function is called or when VisiCalc

exits. When a visi-commands program is called, it will inherit the same global conditions that are

active during VisiCalc. If the program changes any of these conditions, it should restore them to what

VisiCalc expects before returning control back to VisiCalc.

e If VisiCalc is invoked programmatically, any timers in effect in the program containing the /i

statement will not be honored while VisiCalc is running.

Errors: 16, 202, same errors as HP-75 CHL L statement.

VLENGTH statement
 

WLEHMGTH length
  
 

Sets the video length (the number of lines on the video) to the designated /ength.

o WLEMGTH less than 2 may behave unpredictably.

Errors: 16, 89
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VWIDTH statement
 

VHIDTH width
  
 

Sets the video width (the number of columns on the video) to the designated width.

e WIHIDTH less than 2 may behave unpredictably.

Errors: 16, 89

WAITKEY$ function
 

WAITEEY# Cwait time >
  
 

Halts program execution until a key is pressed or until the specified wait time expires, whichever occurs

first. Returns the ASCII character corresponding to the key pressed. If no key is pressed before the wait

time expires, returns a null string. If the wait time is negative, waits forever until a key is pressed.

Unlike EEY#, MAITEEY# will intercept the key.

Errors: none

WINSIZ function
 

MIMSIZ

  
 

Returns the size of the current window, as specified by ZE T IH, where size = (end position — start

position + 1).

Errors: none

WORKSHEET statement
 

WORKESHEET [ file name ']
   

Specifies which file will be the active worksheet file, and timestamps it. If the file does not exist,

creates it. If the optional file name is not present, sets the active worksheet name to null. If the

VisiCalc module has just been plugged into the HP-75, reserves some scratch space for use by VisiCalc

if there is room.
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When a new worksheet is created, its status is initialized as follows:

43/44

 

Status Initial Value
 

 

Recalculation mode

Recalc order

Global format

Global column width

Row header width

Current cell position

Upper-left corner of video

Window access cell

Formula/Result Display mode

VisiCalc level

Suppress default headers

Coordinate Display mode for cell contents field

Coordinate Display mode for cell coordinates field

Display format mode

Coordinate display specifier

Video active  

automatic

by columns

/GFG

7

5

Al

A1

Al

result

exit (3)

no

user-defined header

user-defined header

formatted

user-defined headers with no brackets (type 2)

yes   
Errors: 16, 63, 68
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VisiCalc® Extensions

Extending the VisiCalc® Command Set

The spreadsheet language enhancements of the VisiCalc module provide the capability for the user to

access worksheets using BASIC commands from the keyboard or in a program. For example, assume

that a clear worksheet feature is needed that will clear out all cells but keep any user-defined headers

intact. The program might look like this:

ip FOK X=1 10 MRACHL

28 FOR %=1 TO MAXEOW

28 BLHENK X,Y 8 PUIFDRMAT K,Y,B

48 NEsAT Y

98 NExT

As written, the user would execute this program outside of VisiCalc. If the file name of this program

were CLEFAFRKE, and the worksheet to be cleared were named =FIMFLE, the user would type from the

keyboard:

WORESHEET '"SHMFLEY ® REUH C EIL‘EFIF: b=

and then enter VisiCalc to observe the result.

A multitude of additional features can be created using the spreadsheet language enhancements: clear-

ing data only, numeric sorting, alphabetizing, translating worksheets to /SS or DIF file types, merging

data from other worksheets; the number of possibilities is enormous.

As a feature becomes more complex it becomes desirable to execute it while in VisiCalc. In the above

example only the worksheet is specified, but for a numeric sort the user may need to specify informa-

tion about the columns and rows of the worksheet as well. This level of prompting is better done if the

user is in VisiCalc and viewing the active worksheet.

To accommodate this need, the capability exists for integrating additional features into the VisiCalc

command set so that they may be accessed through the command key (/]. The procedure for adding

commands to VisiCalc involves two steps: creating new messages in the text file WIS IMZGE, and

developing a BASIC program (visi-commands) to perform the desired operations.

45
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Creating New Messages

In the VisiCalc module, the main command prompt is made by combining messages 21 (Zoimmzrid)

and 22 (DFGHIMFEWYEH-). Message 21 is the level prompt and message 22 is the choice prompt. This

combination yields the prompt:

Command: DFGHIMFREWEH-

when the key is pressed from Top level of VisiCalc. Any additions to the command set must be

reflected in message 22.

For example, suppose that several command extensions are envisioned for VisiCalc, and that the user

enters this command level by pressing the key sequence [/][E]. Altering message 22 is done by editing

the text file'/ IS IMSGS (for visi-messages) and entering [IF GHIMFREYE~E into line 22. (To create an
underlined character, first press and then the desired character.)

Now when the key is pressed from Top level of VisiCalc, the altered command prompt appears:

Commarnd: DFEGHIMFEWH-E

When [E] is pressed by the user to access the extended command set, VisiCalc searches in user memory

or plug-in modules for a BASIC program named /IS ICM1 (visi-commands one). If the file WIS IG

does not exist, VisiCalc exits and a file rot fournd error is issued.

The text file WIS IMZES is used to store the additional command prompts that are accessed by

WISZICML, In building the Y IZIMZES text file, the following guidelines should be observed to be

consistent with VisiCalc:

e The level and choice prompts should be separate messages.

Example: Commard and DFGHIMFEYVLE - are separate messages.

o Capitalization should occur on the first character of a level prompt, and on the first character of an

input prompt. Only one character of each choice in the choice prompt should be underlined, and is

usually capitalized.

Examples: level prompt—Hez zader =

choice prompt—LC ol Eow Hidth Suppresszs

input prompt—Hidth row headers

The colon (:) that appears between a level prompt and a choice prompt, or after an input prompt, is

displayed automatically by VisiCalc, and should not be included in the messages.

Continuing the example, assume that the extended command set is to include the additions Clear and

Sort. To support these additions, the prompts are composed of messages from the VisiCalc module

(message 23, == HHo, and message 25, 1l Eoiw), and additions to the text file WIS IM=ZG5, A list

of the WIS IMEGE text for these additions would appear as follows:
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Line Prompt Type Display Prompt

22 DEGHIMERVH-E choice Command: OFGHIMERVH-E
FE Extra command level

vl Clear Zort choice Extra command: Clear Sort

Vo Dlear level

73 Horksheeset Data choice Clear: Worksheet Data

74 Clear workshest level Clear workshest: Yesz

F5oClear data level Clear data: Yes Ho

2B Zort level mort: Dol How

21 Humeric Hlphabetic choice mortr Mumer io Blpha;seti:

S22 Ascending Descending choice Zort: Hecendimg Descendir

23 zelect co input melect ool default

H2d melect row input Zelect row: default

25 First oo input First ool default

e First row input Fir=st row: default

27 Last ool input a=z1t ool default

A5 Last row input ast row: default

These messages are provided on the '/ IS IM%:5 magnetic card.

The Visi-Commands Shell

The BASIC program implementing the extended command set is named '/ I = I11 1. Generally, this is a

program that utilizes the language enhancements of the VisiCalc module to interact with worksheets.

As with the message file, a number of guidelines must be adhered to when developing the visi-com-

mands program.

A universal shell is required so that the user-developed visi-commands program can successfully inter-

act with the VisiCalc module. This shell is a set of five BASIC program routines: Initialization, Key

Choice, Line Entry, Display Working, and Return to VisiCalc; the visi-commands program is inserted

into this shell. Once the shell has been created, the BASIC code for the VisiCalc command set is

inserted between the Initialization and Key Choice routines.
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Visi-Commands Program Structure

 

  
 

 

 

   
 

  
  
 

Initialization

Extended Commands routine

B is inserted here

Key Choice

Line Entry
 

 
 

Display Working    
  

Return to VisiCalc   
 

Together these routines define a visi-commands program. This program is excuted out of user memory

or a plug-in module. If in a plug-in module, visi-commands must be the first non-LEX file in the

module. The text file /I = IMZ5 % must always be in user memory.

The following sections describe the functions of each routine in the shell.

Initialization Routine. This routine must be the first part of the program.

LR
R I i L
h

i
l

i i -"
t
R INTEGER P,C,R,FS,VYS5,V8,F1,%8,Y8,%1,Y¥1,20,21,22,51,54,5

RCLYAR
T2$=CHR$(137%a"oE$%cZa"30-1 @ M2=0
DIM EA$C96]

!
T
T
T

Ja
o

fe
]
[
e

% e
t

Line 10 declares a list of integer variables whose values are passed to the visi-commands program from

VisiCalc. The IHTEGEF statement must be the first statement of the visi-commands program, and it

must contain exactly 19 variable names. The definition of each of these variables is listed below. For the

variables that represent status items in the worksheet, the status number is shown in parentheses. Note

that if any of these variables are changed, the corresponding status location must be changed also, and

vice versa.
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Variable Meaning

P Flag used to indicate if (P>0) or (P=0) exits visi-commands.

C Column coordinate of current cell (status 5).

R Row coordinate of current cell (status 6).

F5 For VisiCalc internal use.

V5 Video update.

0 = update video if necessary

1 = update video

2 = do not update video

3 = update current cell only

VO Video active flag whose value is determined in VisiCalc by the statement:

WE=GETSTATUS 1203 LEMNCDERE G

0 = inactive

1 = active

F1 Cell type of current cell.

1 = value

2 = formula

3 = formula containing external references

4 = label

5 = repeating label

6 = blank

X0 Column coordinate of upper-left corner of video (status 7).

YO Row coordinate of upper-left corner of video (status 8).

X1 Column coordinate of lower-right corner of video.

Y1 Row coordinate of lower-right corner of video.

20 Flag indicating current viewing window.

0 = primary

1 = alternate

z Column coordinate of current cell of primary viewing window.

z2 Row coordinate of current cell of primary viewing window.

S1 Formula/Result Display mode (status 11).

0 = result

1 = formula

S4 Coordinate Display mode for cell contents field of cell display (status 14). 0 = default headers

1 user-defined headers  
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Variable Meaning
 

S5

S6

S7

  

Coordinate Display mode for cell coordinates field of cell display (status 15).

0 = default headers

1 = user-defined headers

Display format mode (status 16).

0 = formatted

1 = unformatted

Coordinate display specifier (status 17).

0 = default headers

1 = user-defined headers

2 = user-defined headers with no brackets

3 = user-defined headers with nulls

4 = user-defined headers with nulls and no brackets (type 2 and 3 combined)

5 = type 4 with a space instead of a caret
 

Line 20 passes the values of the variables declared in line 10 to the visi-commands program.

Line 30 defines the string TZ# to contain the keys that terminate a line of input and initializes the

message pointer [1Z to zero. The terminator key string is used in the Line Entry subroutine to branch

to appropriate places in the visi-commands program, and to screen out any HP-75 terminator keys that

would halt a BASIC program during input. Below is a complete list of the terminator keys:

 

 

Position in T2$ Character Key ASCII Value

1 none 13
2 2 128

3 _ SHIFT J[ATTN 160

4 = 129

5 o D 132
6 £ (+] 133

7 ¥ [(SHIFT](+] 164
8 " [(SHIFT](+] 165
9 1 161

10 + 131
11 = 130
12 T 137
13 " 162
14 2 169
15 B RUN 141

16 - 173
17 1 201      
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Line 40 dimensions the input buffer string to 96 characters.

Key Choice Subroutine: This subroutine uses HAITEEY# to handle all single key responses to a

choice prompt.

8780 IF NOT M2 THEN MZ2=M1+1]

Be26 SETWMIN B [Olsy RESHRAGCESCMIY": "“":MESSHLESC(MZ)

@ 1$=UPRLCSC(CHUICES(M2)) B M2=8

 

 

 

 

2218 EfF=HAITEEY$.-12 B E=FOSCTH,UPRECEFCEE B IF E THEHM ERETUEH

g83p 1F POSC'A', K$3) THEN POP ELSE 88l8@

8830 IF K$=' ' THEN P=8

8852 COTD 39990

Line Description

=¥ =5 If the command level prompt and the choice prompt have consecutive message numbers, then

Mz (choice prompt message number) is set to one greater than 11 (level prompt message

number).

=7 =5 Set the LCD window to 1,32.

Display messages 11 and 1= separated by a colon.

Set T# to the choices of message I1:.

Reset 1z to zero.

=@18 If a valid key choice is found then return.

S EE If[ATTN] or [SHIFTJ(ATTN ] are not pressed then branch and wait for another key to be pressed.

Otherwise FiIF the return from the G0LIE that called this subroutine.

SIS If is pressed then set F=0.

=2E52 Jump to Return to VisiCalc subroutine.    
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Line Entry Subroutine: This subroutine accepts line input using IHL IHE#.

 

 

 

 

9110 SE I WIN B DISPF M$:": "1 B CLRLCD LENCMS$) +3

2121 We,FE=1 @ F@=9

2122 SETWMIN LENCHS) +3

2125 Ef=IHLIME#EBOf,WO, PO, TZF,FA2

2128 BefF=IHFEUFF @ We=IHFWIH B FE=IHFFTE @ FO=IEFLAG

B L=LEMCEEF»+1

9180 K=PDS(12% . K8) B IF K>3 THEN 8123

Jdzla 1F K=1 THEN RETURN

9228 1IF k=2 THEN POP B GOTO 39998

D234 |F K=3 THEN POP B P=@ @ GOTOD 2338

22321 1V Insert other intercepts here and alter line 21526

9393 RETUEN

Line Description

“11% Set the LCD window to 1,32.

Display the input message [1%.

Clear the LCD from length (I1# +3) to 32.

=121 Initialize variables:

k& = position of first displayed character of input buffer

F& = cursor position in input buffer

F & = cursor type: 0 = replace cursor, 1 = insert cursor

#1273 Set the LCD window from length (1% +3) to 32.

=12% Accept keyboard input until a terminator key from string T = ¥ is pressed, and assign this key

to K #.

2138 Preserve input buffer parameters:

E& ¥ = contents

k& = position of first displayed character

FE = cursor position

F & = cursor type

L. = length of contents + 1

@128 Find the position of the terminator key k# in terminator string T2 #. If the key is not [RTN],
(ATTN], or [SHIFT J[ATTN ], then continue accepting keyboard input.

2218 Return if was pressed.

SEze Exit if was pressed.

2278 Set F=0 and exit if was pressed.

@355 Return for other possible intercepts.  
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Display Working Subroutine: This subroutine displays VisiCalc message 2 and turns off the cell

cursor on the video.

23872 1F VB JTHEN CURSOFF

290535 SETWIN B DIGSF MESSRAGES(Z2) B RETURH

 

Line Description
 

Z9E2 If a video is active, turn off the cell cursor.

2923 Set the LCD window to 1,32.

Display message 2 (Mok iria) and return.    
 

Return to VisiCalc Routine: This routine is the exit from the visi-commands program.

99838 STOVAR B END

This line passes the values of those variables declared in the IHTEGEFRstatement on line 10 back to

VisiCalc.

Creating a Visi-Commands BASIC Program

Single Visi-Commands Program: The user-developed Extended Commands routine consists of

BASIC program lines developed around the spreadsheet language keywords contained in the VisiCalc

module. By utilizing keywords to access and modify the data and parameters of worksheets, the

command set of VisiCalc is extended. Returning to the example in “Creating New Messages,” assume

that an extended command set includes Clear and Sort. The Extended Commands routine listed below

utilizes the message additions outlined in that section.

The Clear command is designed to clear a worksheet via two options: clear all cell entries and their

local formats, or clear only cells containing values or formulas with no cell references. In both cases the

user-defined headers remain intact.

With “IZIMZE3 in user memory, the VisiCalc user presses from Top level to access the Clear

command:

Command: DFCGHIMFEVH-E

Note that message 22 in ' I = IMZ:% replaced message 22 in the VisiCalc module.

Pressing causes VisiCalc to call the BASIC program '/ I=ICM1. Falling through the Initialization

portion of the visi-commands program (lines 10-40), the first line of the Extended Commands routine

is executed.

Mi=v8 B GOSUB 28795 @ ON K GOTO 1868,161802l i
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Using messages 70 and 71 from '/ IZIMZGS, the display shows:

Extra command: Clear Sort

By pressing or the user may access each of the additional commands at lines 1000 or 1610.

Pressing will return to VisiCalc. Pressing will exit VisiCalc. Note that when the
HP-75 turns itself off, it does so by “pressing” the key.

The Clear command code is as follows:

1eae Mi=v¥z @B GOSUE 2735 B OM K CGOTO 16828,18548

181 ! Clear worksheet,

1828 Mi=VF4 B M2=23 B GOSUB 2735

2 IF K=2 THEN 93998 ELSE COSUB 9382

1828 FOR HE=1 TO MASCOL @ FOR %=1 TO MA=SEOM

1935 BLAWK X,¥Y 8 PUTFORMAT ®,Y,H

1838 NERXRT ¥ @ MEXT X

14 VS=1 @ COTO 2338

1842 o Clear data,

1858 M1=V5 @B M2=24 B GOSUE 2735

@ 1F K=2 THEN 99598 ELS
F

 

 

18FOR ==1 TO HFl"')L @ FOR Y=1 TO MAXROW

1860 T=CELLIYPFECX ¥Y) B IF T>2 THEN 1080

1eave IF T=1 THEHW BLAHME ¥.,%¥ B GOTO 1828

1875 1F NHOT LENCFIRSIREFSC(X,;Y,8)) THEN BLANK 5,Y

1888 HMEST % B MHEST X

1885 1IF NOT GEISIATUSC1) THEN RECALC

1a%a VS=1 @ GOTO 22328

Line Description

teoi Displays the prompt Clear: Workshest [Data and records the choice.

Clear worksheet

1@z Displays the prompt Clezr workshest: Yes Moo v calls Display Working subrou-

tine, H returns to VisiCalc.

Steps through each cell of the worksheet.T A L T x
a

Clears each cell and clears the local format.Y
]

] h

End of loop.

e
t

e
e
k

e

R
y

x5 ] i
1
t

Y
]
A o T ) Force the video to update upon return to VisiCalc.    
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Line Description
 

Clear data

ite%e Displays the prompt C1ear o

turns to VisiCalc.

ta: Yes Mooy calls Display Working subroutine, H re-

1@ | Steps through each cell of the worksheet.

18e3 Determine the cell type. Take no action if the cell contains a formula with external references

(type 3), a label (type 4), a repeating label (type 5), or is blank (type 6).

1878 Clear the cell if it contains a value.

1875 Clear the cell if it contains a formula with no cell references.

iaze End of loop.

1855 Recalculate the worksheet if Automatic Recalculation mode is set.  1828 Force the video to update upon return to VisiCalc.  
 

As with the Clear command extension, the Sort code utilizes the spreadsheet language and the visi-

commands program modules. Appendix B gives a listing of the completed visi-commands program

WI=ICM1 including code for the Sort routines. This program, with the comments removed, is in-

cluded on magnetic cards, as is theI = IMEZE5 file with the required messages.

Multiple Visi-Commands Programs: In the event that more than one visi-commands programs

exists in user memory and/or plug-in module simultaneously, VisiCalc can access any of the programs.

To reflect the existence of more than one visi-commands program, message 22 in the text file

VWIS IMEGS must reflect the additions. This is done by adding choices to message 22. For example,

Command: OFGHIMFEU-=YZ

indicates that three different visi-commands programs exist. Given their order in the command

prompt, pressing i calls WIS TCML, 4 calls WISICMZ, and 2 calls W I%I0MZE, The naming conven-

tion for a visi-commands program is %I = IMn where n is 1-99, corresponding to the position of the

nth choice after the — (repeating label) choice in message 22.

If several such programs exist and n is not consecutive, then the underlined block character (underlined

(cTL](8], #) is used to fill in the gaps. For example, assume visi-commands programs 2, 5, 6, and 8 exist

in user memory. Then message 22 would be modified to produce the following command prompt:

Command: DEGHIMPEMH-ZREEEBSEY

Notice that numbers could be used instead of letters, so that the numbers imply which visi-commands

program will be selected. The above example would then look like this:

Command: ODFGHIMFEVH-S#ZHERoED
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In situations involving more than one visi-commands file, care must be taken to insure that the appro-

priate messages in /IS IMZGS are present for use by I ICHN. One possible solution allows each

visi-commands program to copy its own messages into %1% IMEZGE when it is called. Each visi-com-

mands program would include the following line in its Initialization routine:

B0 REMAME "WISIMSESY 1O 'TEMPMSES'

& REMAME "UIS1IMS1” 10 "WYISIHSGS'

and would replace its Return to VisiCalc routine with the following:

93208 REMAME "UISIMEGS" 10 'VISIBb1'

B KEMAME "TEMPMSGE" TO "VISIWELS"

2995 STdVYAR @ END

Using Coordinate Display Specifiers

When using VisiCalc, the user can modify the display by pressing the primary and shifted and

keys:
 

 

   

Key Action

Toggles between default and user-defined headers for cell coordinates.

Toggles between default and user-defined headers for cell contents.

Toggles between Formula and Result Display modes.

Toggles between Formatted and Unformatted Display modes.
 

In order for a visi-commands program to reflect the settings of these toggles when returning coordi-

nates and cell contents, the program must use the proper specifier for the keywords 0GR,

DECOMPE, GETUWALUES, CETFORMULA%, and FIRZTREF #. The variables =4, &5, ©&, and &7

reflect the values of worksheet status 14, 15, 16, and 17, respectively, and should be used as the coordi-

nate specifier as shown below:

 

 

Keyword Specifier Example

COORDE S5*S7 COORDECcolumn, row, S5*S7

DECOMF$ S4 DECOMF£0S45

CETUWALUES# S6 CETYALUES Ccolumn, row, S6

CETFOREMULAF S4 CETFOREMULAE Ccolumn, row, S4

FIRSTREEF# S4 FIRSTREEF# <column, row, S4=      
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The visi-commands program listing for Sort (beginning on page 69) demonstrates the use of the correct

specifiers.

Debugging Visi-Commands

The developing and debugging of a visi-commands program requires a more careful approach and some

different techniques than those used in developing most BASIC programs.

Using the Key: An important difference between visi-commands programs and other BASIC

programs is the inability to halt visi-commands at any point with the key. Pressing is used

to return to Top level in VisiCalc from the Key Choice and Line Entry subroutines of visi-commands.

As a result, conditions that would cause visi-commands to become lost in an infinite loop need to be

avoided—the only recovery is a system reset of the HP-75 using [SHIFT](CTL](CLR]. It is therefore rec-
ommended that files in user memory be backed up on mass storage before experimenting with visi-

commands.

Halting the Program: A = T(IF statement is not recognized by VisiCalc as it executes a visi-com-

mands program. Therefore, other techniques are required to halt the program and examine the current

values of variables. One such method is to insert the statements “ETEIH, [II%F variable list, and

WAITEEY$ where a = TIOF statement would be placed.

For example, the following line halts visi-commands and displays the variables i, %, and T in the LCD

until any key is pressed:

1875 SETWIN @ DISP 'M=';X;'¥=';¥;'T=';T @ Z$=WAITKEY$:-1)

If output to the video is desired, the video must be specified as the display device prior to displaying the

variables, and then the video must be specified as the printer device afterwards. The following example

uses the keyword [1ZF # to return the name of the display device from VisiCalc:

1874 1F HMOI LENCESFER) THEM DISPLAY 1S 0OSFS

175 SETHIN @ DISP 'X=':1X;'Y='!' 1%'T=' 1T B Z3=UHITEKEYS( 1)

1676 1IF HOT LEMCDSEFS) THEN PRINTER 1S5 DSPS

Examining Program Errors: If a run-time error is encountered as VisiCalc executes the visi-com-

mands program, an error message is displayed, the program is halted, and an exit from VisiCalc occurs.

To examine the line number in visi-commands where the error occurred, type EFFLfrom the keyboard.

The error number can be returned by typing EFFH.
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Cell Zero

Cell zero is the cell in every VisiCalc worksheet whose column coordinate and row coordinate are both

zero. This cell cannot be examined or modified from VisiCalc, but can be accessed using spreadsheet

language commands. In this respect, cell zero is the same as any other cell. The following keywords can

be used to examine and modify cell zero: ELFAHME, CELLTYFE, FIRSTREEFE, CGETFORMAT,

CETFORMULAS, GETLABELF, CGETVALUEF HE=STEEFE, FUTFOENMAT, PFUTFORMULA,

FUTLAREL, FUTELAEBEL, FUTYALUE, and RECHLL.

Although labels, repeating labels, values, and formats can be put in cell zero, it is most useful when it

contains a formula with a call to an extension function. Cell zero is recalculated at three important

times while VisiCalc is executing. If it contains a formula with a call to an extension function, that

extension function will be executed at those times. This allows an extension function to take control

away from VisiCalc, use the spreadsheet keywords to examine and modify the worksheet, and then

return control back to VisiCalc.

Cell zero is only recalculated at start-up, cell entry, and when exiting VisiCalc. Start-up occurs after

the worksheet has been selected, but before reaching Top level (after #'i, Vi &, or Wi 1). Cell entry

occurs after the cell contents are changed because of value, label, or repeating label entry, or by clearing

a cell. Exiting VisiCalc occurs after has been pressed (or when the HP-75 turns itself off),
but before returning to HP-75 EDIT mode.

Cell zero is not recalculated when the entire worksheet is recalculated, and /. = specifically bypasses

the copyright notice, worksheet catalog, and calculation of cell zero.

Status 12 allows the extension function called by cell zero to identify which of the three conditions

caused it to be executed:

 

Condition Status 12
 

Start-up 1

Cell Entry 2

Exit 3    
For example, suppose that the following extension function is used to intercept VisiCalc via cell zero:

18 O GEISTATUSCLIZ) GOTD 26, 28, 486

cB D1l&F 'Start of Vi=ilLalc® @ END

0 CILRICL @8 DIsP 'Cell entry at " (CODROFCGETISTATHS(S),

LEISTHIUS(E) ,GETSTRIUSCISOXCETSTRATIUSCL

o2 W1l |1 B DIGPF Lell type'; CELLIYPE(GEISTATIUSC(S),

LETSTHIUECG3) @ END

48 DisP '"Endg of VisilLalc" B WARIT 1 @ END
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Line 10 branches to the appropriate operation based on status 12. At start-up, line 20 is executed to

indicate that VisiCalc has started. After cell entry, lines 30 and 35 are executed to display the location

of the modified cell and describe its contents. Line 40 is executed when VisiCalc is about to exit.

Notice that the extension function does not put a value in line 0 of %/ I = I Zi# TH. This is not necessary

in cellzero, since it cannot be examined or referenced while runningVisiCalc Since no result is placed

in WISIDATH, cell zero’s value will be ERELE (use GETUWHLUEY : to verify this).

Status 5 and status 6 give the current column and row position of the cell being modified. After cell

entry, those coordinates are used by CFE# to display the VisiCalc coordinate of the cell being

changed. The third parameter for CR¥ is the product of status 15 and status 17. This insures that

the coordinate will be displayed either using default headers or using headers specified by status 17

(the coordinate display specifier).

FUTFOREMULA is used to enter a formula into cell zero. Assuming a file name IHTECZEFT for this

program, the command sequence for entering the formula into cell zero of worksheet ZHMFILE is:

WORKSHEET 'SARMFPLEY &8 PUTFORMULA &8, "INTECERT

At start-up, the message =tzrt of YizilZazloc will be displayed. After cell entry,

=11 erntryg a1t and the VisiCale coordlnate will be displayed, followed by the type of the cell after

modlficatlon Just before VisiCalc exits, Ericd of Yiziiazlao will be displayed.

If the extension function changes the worksheet status (with FLITZTHTUE), VisiCale must be sig-

nalled to read the new status (this is only necessary after cell entry).Th1s signal is sent via status 12. If

the extension function sets status 12 to 0 or 1, VisiCalc will read the current worksheet status.

The value of 0 or 1 for status 12 tells VisiCalc how to update the video if one is present. If status 12 is

set to 0, the video will be updated only if necessary. Therefore, 0 should be used in those instances

where the status has changed, but the changed status may not affect the video (status 0-2, 9-11, 14-17).

If status 12 is set to 1, the video will always be updated. Therefore, 1 should be used in those instances

where the status has changed and does affect the video (status 3-8, 13, 18), or if the status has not

changed, but the video still needs to be updated (such as if a column width is changed).

Thus status 12 serves as a two-way communication path for passing information between an extension

function called from cell zero and VisiCalc. VisiCalc sends the point at which cell zero is recalculated,

and the extension function signals whether or not it changed the worksheet status, and how to update

the video if one is present.

In the example program, messages will be displayed in the LCD the three times that cell zero is

recalculated. If a video is being used, the messages will be displayed starting at the upper-left corner of

the video. In most instances, this will overwrite a portion of the displayed worksheet. The display can

be refreshed manually by the user with the /VY command, or automatically upon return from the

extension function by setting status 12 to 1. The following additions to lines 30-41 will clear and

update the video:
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o8 LIKSLHE

A1 CirLell @ OlgP ‘Fell entry at "1 COORUEBLGE T BTHRTLISCO ),

GETSTHTIUSCE CETSTHTUSCISIRGETSTARATIUG(LY 20

2 WRALIT |1 B8 DISF "Cell tupe" (CELLTYPECGETSTATUSCS) , GETSTATUSCE) D

46 FUISTIATUS 12,1 @ END

48 CLESCE

41 Ui5rF End of VYicsicaie B WALT 1 8 END

i
1
T
y

Joo
mst

e

The practical applications for cell zero include checking the validity of user inputs, moving the cell

cursor position based on those inputs, and pre- and post-processing of a worksheet.

Other VisiCalc® Enhancements

Coordinate Display Specifier

The coordinate display specifier defines how headers will be displayed at Top level in VisiCalc. The

specifier is 0-5, and the meanings of the different values are illustrated on page 14. When the user

presses at Top level, VisiCalc toggles the specifier between 0 (default headers) and the value

defined by status 17. If status 17 is changed with FLITZTHTLIS 17, n, that specifier will be used when

user-defined headers are displayed at Top level. For example, one effect of FLITZTHTLE 17, 5 i

display a space instead of a caret as the separator between user-defined headers. Other uses of status 17

are related to null headers, discussed below. Notice that no matter which coordinate display specifier is

in effect, the default headers will always be displayed when is pressed.

Null Headers

Null headers provide the ability to suppress the column and row headers from the cell coordinates

displayed at Top level. To enter a null column header, type just a left and right bracket (I. 1) as the

header when using the /HC command, or execute FLITLAEEL ¢. &, ' ' (for column c). To enter a null

row header, type just a left and right bracket as the header when using the /HR command, or execute

FUTLAEBEL @,r, ' " (for row r).

To display null headers, the coordinate display specifier must be changed to one that allows null head-

ers to be displayed (3, 4, or 5—refer to ZO0F D% for more details). Also, the Coordinate Display mode

must be set to show user-defined headers. Either press at Top level until the column header
disappears, or execute FUTZTHTUS 15, 1.
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For example, set the column F header to null, and the coordinate display specifier to 4. From Top level

in VisiCalc, the cell coordinates will now be displayed as “line numbers:”

1
-t
[

PR
y

i
l

If row headers Ircoms and F=rit exist, they will be displayed in a way that looks more like prompts

than cell coordinates:

Irmcome:

Fert:

Application programs that prompt for data and calculate a result can be developed quickly and easily

using VisiCalc. The “prompts” would be the row headers, the column header would be suppressed

(null), and the coordinate display specifier would be 3, 4, or 5. Since the time-consuming task of devel-

oping the user interface is already done, the application program can be completed simply by selecting

names for the “prompts” and writing the calculations using VisiCalc functions and extension functions.

Label Entry Message

If message 4, L , is a null message, VisiCalc will enter a label when any key that starts cell entry is

pressed. This prevents the keys that normally start value entry ([+], (=], (-], ({(, ([J, or digit) from doing

so. The null message is created by placing one space after line 4 in the text file '/ I % I M=%&%, Since the

L » message is suppressed, it will not appear when you begin the cell entry. (Note that putting the

sign as the beginning character of the line still causes the label to be treated as a value.)

This has some possible applications for text entry. If a column is visualized as a page of text, with each

row in that column corresponding to a line of text, a worksheet can be treated as a pseudo-text file. A

page could have up to 255 lines of up to 95 characters each. All the existing VisiCalc commands and

features for line editing, inserting, deleting, moving, clearing, replicating, and printing can be used to

enter and edit this page of text, and the video can be an effective editing aid.

If all keys are forced to begin label entry only, text entry is simplified. As described previously, null

headers can be used to display “line numbers.” Since VisiCalc beeps at the local column width during

label entry, an end of margin beep for text entry occurs by setting a local column width.

Because multiple worksheets can be stored in user memory, a separate worksheet should be used for

each page of text. If you use each column of the same worksheet as a separate page, it will be very

difficult to insert or delete lines on individual pages. However, a visi-commands program could be writ-

ten to insert, delete, and move individual lines on separate pages.
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Running VisiCalc® Programmatically

The ‘'z keyword can be used in a program. This allows another option for applications built around

VisiCalc. Programs can modify worksheets before and after VisiCalc is run, thereby tailoring

worksheets for certain applications.

For example, a data collection program could prompt for data, and put that data in a worksheet. The

program could set up certain items in the worksheet to make it more useful, such as headers, coordi-

nate display specifiers, column and row position, location of window access cell, etc..

Since the worksheet is already known, %'z 1 could be used in the program to bypass the copyright

notice and worksheet catalog and enter VisiCalc directly (refer to '/for further details on its optional

specifier). When the user presses [SHIFT(ATTN], VisiCalc ends, and control is returned to the calling
program. The program can then post-process the worksheet if desired, begin a new data collection

session, etc.

Video Active

VisiCalc determines whether or not to display the worksheet on the video by both the presence of a

display device and by the user’s choice of the video being active or not. Status 18 saves the latter state,

allowing an extension function to activate or deactivate the video with FUTZTHTLUES 12,1 or

FUTSTHRTUS 13,8,

Ending VisiCalc

The EHDWstatement ends VisiCalc, and can be used in an extension function. This gives an exten-

sion function, particularly one called from cell zero, a great deal of flexibility. For example, an applica-

tion could be written such that VisiCalc would end when a certain condition was reached, such as when

the last data item was input, or an iterative procedure was completed.







Appendix A

VisiCalc® Errors and Warnings

Error Messages
 

Number Message and Condition
 

16 ot S mog Fiomemor L

CHLLVC, CHOTCOES DECOMPE, DUNF, GETFORMULASE, GETVRLUES, THLINES,

ITMSCOL, IHMSEOW, INTEEPE, MESSARGES, MOVOOL) MOVEQGH, FHEZE,

FUTFORMAT, FUTFORERMULA, FUTLAREBEL, FUTELAREBEL, PUTZSETUR, FUTVHRLUE,

FUTHIODTH, FECALC, REFLICHTE, SPEM, VO, VLEMGTH, VHIDTH, HORESHEET

Not enough available memory exists.
 

 

 

 

 

42 =iring too long

o DHOICES®, MESSHGEF: The message is longer than 32 characters.

o FHESZE, FUTFOREMULHA: The formula is longer than 91 characters.

o FUTLHEEL, PUTELAEBEL, PUTZETLUP: The string is longer than 255 characters.

63 invalid filespec

HORESHEET: The file name is invalid.

68 wrong File tupe

HORESHEET: The file already exists, but is not type ii.

89 bad parameier

o DLRELCO, SETHIHM: The start or end position is less than 1 or greater than 32, or the end

position is less than the start position.

DECOMPE, THTERFE, FUTFOREMULHA with no optional formula: The FHEZE keyword

is not used previously or is used on an invalid formula.

DIK#E, IMCHT: The file type is not a single character.

o GETZTHTLE: The status number is greater than 19.

IHL IME#: The window start is less than 1 or greater than 96, the cursor position is less

than the window start or greater than 96, the cursor position is greater than the input

string length+1, or the cursor type is not 0 or 1.

  
65
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Number Message and Condition
 

THEZOOL: The column 255 already exists, or there is a local column width defined for

column 255.

IH=ROM: Row 255 already exists.

SUTFORMAT: The format is not 0-6...
T.

i

FLUTLHEEL: There is an illegal character in the header (., 1, or ), or a duplicate header.

el
BFLUTSTATLE: The status number is greater than 19, status value is greater than 255 or

less than Otheglobal format = 0 or is greater than 6, the VisiCalc level is greater than 4,

or the coordinate display specifier is greater than 6.

FLUTVHLUE: The string is not a number, EEELE, or HHA.

FUTHIDTH: The width is not 0-255.

VLEMGTH, YWIDTH: The lenth or width is not 1-255.
 

200

  
CELLTYRE, COL

fe DELCOL [

METHORMULAE GETLAEBI

GETHIDTH, THzCOL, IHE.....

MO0 MOVEGH, MHEXTE .,7: :

FUTELABEL, PUTSETUR,

REFLICATE, BOW, SOURECE

  

There is no worksheetfile in user memory whose name matches the file name of the active

worksheet, or the scratch space needed by VisiCalc has been purged. HiiEESHEET ' file

name ' must be executed to specify which worksheet file is to be modified.

When an extension function is executed, the active worksheet will be the one containing

the formula that called the extension function. The active worksheet is set to null when

VisiCalc exits (as if the HiiEEZHEET statement with no parameters was executed) to

preventinadvertant modification of a worksheet.

CRLLVO DIRE DR EMDVO ERREORE, THLIHNES, IRFLAG, HA, FRESD

&LL%%&,:TM%HE

£ 1 i
t

i

T i et i

The scratch space needed by VisiCalc has been purged. HIEEZHEET or

HOREESZHEET 'file name’ must be executed to recreate VisiCalc’s scratch space.
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Number Message and Condition

201 bad coordinate

o BLFAME, CELLTYPFE, FIRSTREEFF, GETH GETFORMULASE CGETLHBELE,

GETUWALUES, F.EEH‘L, SOURCE, SFEH, : Either the column or rowcoordl-

nate is less than 0 or greater than 255.

o DOLMWIDTHE DELCOL, THSCOL) GETHIDTH, FUTHILTH: The column coordinate

is less than 0 or greater than 255.

e 11 [I#: Either the column or row coordinate is less than 0 or greater than 255, or both

are equal to 0.

o DELREOM, IMZREOH: The row coordinate is less than 0 or greater than 255.

o MWL, MOVED: Either the column or row coordinate is less than or equal to 0 or

greater than 255, or both are equal to 0.

o FUTFORMAT, PUTFORMULA, PUTLARBFL, PUTRLABEL, PUTUMA . Either the

column or row coordinate is less than or equal to 0 or greater than 255

o FUTZTHTLIZ: For the current cell, the upper-left corner of the video, or the window ac-

cess cell, either the column or row coordinate is less than 0 or greater than 255, or both

are equal to 0.

202 i extension fn

 
o BLFAME, FUTLABEL, PUTELABEL, FPUTWARLUE: Used in an extension function.

Writes over or deletes the cell containing the formula that calls that extension function.

o UHLLVED CURSOFF, CURSOM, DECOMPE

CETFORMULAE IHSCOL, IH.:XF% ‘

HESTREEFE, FARSE, FUTFORMULA, BOLVY »

STOVAE, TREGET, UHMAEE: Not allowedin an extensnon function.

  

  

 

e [ILIMF: Not allowed in an extension function or in a formula.

e ERFEIE, HF: Not allowed anywhere except in a formula.

e FUTEZTHTLUEZ: Cannot set the column or row coordinate of any of the following to O: the

current cell, the upper-left corner of the video, or the window access cell.

e 41: Not allowed in an extension function or in visi-commands.

Any command used during an extension function or visi-commands that causes it to be de-

leted or deallocated will cause VisiCalc to exit with error 202. This error condition cannot be

trapped using O ERREE.  
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Errors During Extension Functions

Errors that occur during an extension function do not cause the program to halt, but result in the

value of ERFF being put in the worksheet in the proper cell. Consequently, if error 202 is reported

during the extension function, the error will never be returned to the user, except in the form of the

EREOR value appearing in the cell.

While debugging extension functions, (it EFRFEIF statements used in conjunction with ERFH and

EFRFEL can help trap the conditions that generated error 202.

Warnings When Formulas Are Calculated

When IHTERF$, FUTFORMULA, RECALC, or REFLIZATE calculate a formula, they do so using

the current default setting of the HP-75. If a formula, when calculated, produces a defaulting math

error (errors 1-8), the result will be ERFEF only if the HP-75 is set to DEFALILT OFF. If the HP-75

is set to DEFALILT 0H, the appropriate math warning message will be issued, and the result will be

the corresponding default value for that math operation.

Warnings When Formulas Are Returned

When DECOMFE or GETFORMULAF$ return a formula longer than 91 characters, the string returned

will be only 92 characters long, and the 92nd character will be a question mark (**). At the same time,

the LCD will blank out. The WARMIMG: lirme too 1ona message will not appear in the LCD,

but will appear on any DIZFLAY I3Z devices. Because the LCD blanks out, if any messages are

being displayed while DECOMF$ or GETFOREMULA$ are being used, it may be desirable to redisplay

the messages if the formula length returned is greater than 91.
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The

 

1 Visi-Commands Program

 

 

 

 

0 ! VISI-COMMANDS: CLEAR and SORT
1 1

2 ! Delete lines 50 — 3000 to create the visi-—-commands shell.
3 1

4 ! The literalized string declarations in lines 30, 8830, and 8835

S ! are described in the VisiCalc Programmer’s Reference Manual.
6 1

7 ' Lines 10 — 20 must be the first lines and should not be altered.
8 t

Q@ ! Initialization.

10 INTEGER P.C,R,F5,V5,VO0,.F1,X0,Y0,X1,Y1,70,21,22,51,54,55,56,57
20 RCLVAR

30 T2$=CHR%(13) &" toa" @ M2=0

40 DIM BO$[961]

50 !

99 ! Additional string dimensions.

60 DIM M$L[96]1,THL96]

498 !

499 ! Select clear or sort.

500 M1=70 @ GOSUB 8795 @ ON K GOTO 1000,1610

98 !

999 ! Clear command.

1000 M1=72 @ GOSUR 8795 @ ON K GOTO 1020,1050

1010 ! Clear worksheet.

1020 M1=74 @ M2=23 @ GOSUR 8795 @ IF K=2 THEN 9990 ELSE GOSUR 9982

1030 FOR X=1 TO MAXCOL @ FOR Y=1 TO MAXROW

1035 BLANK X,Y @ PUTFORMAT X,.Y,.0

1038 NEXT Y @ NEXT X

1040 V5=1 @ GOTO 9990

1049 ! Clear data.

1050 M1=75 @ M2=23 @ GOSUR 8795 @ IF K=2 THEN 9990 ELSE GOSUR 9982

1060 FOR X=1 TO MAXCOL @ FOR Y=1 TO MAXROW

1065 T=CELLTYPE(X,Y) @ IF T>2 THEN 1080

1070 IF T=1 THEN BLANK X,Y & GOTO 1080

1075 IF NOT LEN(FIRSTREF$(X,Y.0)) THEN BLANK X,Y

1080 NEXT Y @ NEXT X

1085 IF NOT GETSTATUS(1) THEN RECALC

10920 V5=1 @ GOTO 99920

1499 !

1500 ! Sort command.

1502 ! The sorting routine sorts a worksheet by column or row.

1504 ! This routine sorts either numerically or alphabetically.

1506 ! This routine sorts numerically in ascending or decending order.

1507 !

69



70

1508

1510

1512

1514

1516

1517

1518

1519

1520

1521

1522

1523

1524

1525

1529
1530

1532

1534

1536

1538

1540

1580

1600

1610

1620

1630

1640

1650

1660

1680

1685

1690

1700

1710

1720

1730

1740

1750

1760

1770

1780

1785

1790

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840

1850

1855

1860

1870

1880

1890

1200

1203
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The variables used are:

K9=1/2 defines a sort directed by a column/row.

kK8=0/1 defines a numeric/alphabetic sort.

K7=0/1 defines an ascending/descending numeric sort.

M1 is the value of the current test variable.

M$ is the current test string in alphanumeric sorts.

M2 is the value of the other variable under test.

T$¢ is the string under test in alphanumeric sorts.

C1 is the address of the first column/row in a sort.

C2 is the address of the last column/row in a sort.

C3 is the value of the address of the largest/smallest value found.
CO is the address of the column/row on which the sort takes place.

Note that the variables M1, M2, M$, and T$ are carefully shared with

the visi-commands shell to minimize memory use.

Method used to sort a worksheet:

a) Find largest/smallest value in the range.

b) Move the column/row to the end of the sort range.

c) Decrease the sort range by decrementing C2.

d) Continue until C2=C1.
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Prompt for column or row sort.

M1=920 @ M2=235 @ GOSUR 8795 @ K9=K

' Prompt for numeric or alphabetic sort.

M2=91 @ GOSUR 8795 @ KB8=K-1 @ IF K8=1 THEN K7=0 @ GOTO 1680

' Prompt for ascending or descending sort.

M2=92 @ GOSUR 8795 @ K7=K-1

! Determine default column/row to sort.

ME=MESSAGE$ (?2+K9)
IF K8=1 THEN BO$=MESSAGE$ (38) ELSE BO$=COORD% ( (K9=1) XC, (K9#1) xR, S5)

! Prompt for column/row to sort.

GOSUR 9115 @ CO0=0

! Check for "Headers’ message in alphabetic sort.

IF K8=1 AND UPRC$ (B0O%)=UPRC% (MESSAGE% (38)) THEN 1780

' Determine column/row coordinate.

IF K9=1 THEN CO=COL (B0O%) ELSE CO=ROW(BO%)

' Check for valid column/row.

IF NOT CO THEN BEEP @ GOTO 1700

! Select default column/row for start of sort.

M$E=MESSAGE% (97-K9)

IF K9=1 THEN BO$=COORD%(0,1,S5S) ELSE RO%$=COORD$(1,0,55)

! Prompt for the start of the sort.

G60SUB 9115

' Check the validity of the selected column/row.

IF K9=1 THEN C1=ROW(B0O$) ELSE C1=COL (BO%)

IF NOT Ci1 THEN BEEP @ GOTO 1800

! Select the defaults for the end of the sort.

M$=MESSAGE$ (99-K9)
IF K9=1 THEN BO$=COORD% (0,MAXROW,S5) ELSE BO$=COORD% (MAXCOL,0,S3)

! Prompt for the column/row to end the sort.

GOSUR 9115
' Check the validity of the ending coordinates.

IF K9=1 THEN C2=R0OW(B0%) ELSE C2=COL (B0O$%)

IF NOT C2 THEN BEEP @ GOTO 1870
' Turn the cell cursor off and display “Working’.



1904

1910

1920

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2015

2020

2030

2040

2045

2050

2060

2080

2090

2100

2105

2110

2120

2130

2140

2150

2160

2170

2180

2190

2200

2280

2287

2290

3000

8790

8795

8796

8810

8830

8835

8852

099

2100

?115

?121

9123

9125

2130

9180

9210

9220

9230

9231

399
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GOSUR 9982

' Check for a valid range; if invalid then return to VisiCalc.

IF C2-C1<1 THEN 9920

' These loops find the location of the column/row to be moved.

' The first loop is for numeric sorting.

! Begin each sort loop by selecting numeric/alphabetic.

C3=C1 @ IF K8=1 THEN 2140

' Initialize M1 to value of first cell in range.

IF K9=1 THEN T$=GETVALUE%$(CO0,C1,0) ELSE T$=GETVALUE$(C1,C0,0)

IF POS{("NAERROR",T$) THEN M1=INF ELSE M1=VAL(T%)

! Loop through columns/rows searching for largest/smallest value.

FOR I=C1+1 TO C2

IF K9=1 THEN T$=GETVALUE$(CO0,1,0) ELSE T$=GETVALUES${(I,C0,0)

IF POS("NAERROR",T$%) THEN M2=INF ELSE M2=VAL (T%)

! Determine if a new high/low value has been found.

IF K7=0 AND M1<=M2 OR K7=1 AND M1>=M2 THEN M1=M2 @ C3=1

NEXT 1

IF C3=C2 THEN 2110

IF K9=1 THEN MOVROW C3,CZ ELSE MOvVCOL C3X,.C2

! Check for the end of the sort.

C2=C2-1 @ IF C1#C2Z THEN 1990 ELSE 1040

! This loop locates the last alphabetic item.

! Extract the first alpha string to alphabetize.

IF K9=1 THEN M$=UPRCS$ (GETLABEL%(C0O,C1)) ELSE M$=UPRC% (GETLABEL$(C1,C0))

! Start of major loop.

FOR I=Ci1+1 TO C2

! Get the string to compare against.

IF K9=1 THEN T$=UPRC% (GETLABREL%(CO,1)) ELSE T%$=UPRC% (GETLABEL$(I,CQ))

! Compare the strings.

IF M$<=T$% THEN C3=1 @ M$=T%

NEXT I

! The column/row to move has been found; now go move it.

60TO 2090
 

' Key choice.

IF NOT M2 THEN M2=M1+1

SETWIN @ DISP MESSAGE${M1):;": ";MESSAGE$ (M2) @ T$=UPRCS$ (CHOICE$ (M2)) @ M2=0

K$=WAITKEY$(-1) @ K=POS(T$,UPRC$(K$)) @ IF K THEN RETURN

IF POS(" ",K$) THEN POP ELSE 8810

IF K$=" " THEN P=0

GOTO 9990
 

' Line entry.

SETWIN @ DISP M$:;": "; @ CLRLCD LEN(M$)+3

Wo,PO=1 @ FO=0

SETWIN LEN(M$)+3

K$=INLINES$ (BO%,WO0,PO, T2%,FQ)

BO$=INPBUF$ @ WO=INFWIN @ PO=INPPTR @ FO=IRFLAG @ L=LEN{(BO$)+1

K=POS(T2%.K$) @ IF K>3 THEN 9123

IF K=1 THEN RETURN

IF K=2 THEN POP @ GOTO 9920

IF K=3 THEN POP @ P=0 @ GOTO 9990

' Insert other intercepts here and alter line 9180.

RETURN
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 979 !

9980 ! Display working.

9982 IF VO THEN CURSOFF

9983 SETWIN @ DISP MESSAGE$(2) @ RETURN

9988 !

9989 ! Return to VisiCalc.

9990 STOVAR @ END

 



Keyword Index

 

  
 

   

Keyword Page Description

ACTIVES 11 Returns the file name of the active worksheet.

HVERAGE 11 Returns the average of a list.

ELAME 11 Blanks a cell.

RV 12 Similar to the HP-75 :ril 1. statement.

CELLTYFE 12 Returns the type of a cell.

CHOICES 13 Returns the legal choices from a message.

CLRLCD 13 Clears the LCD.

CLESCE 13 Clears the video.

SR 13 Returns the column number of a coordinate.

COLMIDTHE 14 Returns a local column width.

COORDE 14 Returns a coordinate given the column and row.

CURSOFF 15 Turns off the cell cursor on the video.

DRSO 16 Turns on the cell cursor on the video.

DECOMPE 16 Returns a formula from VisiCalc scratch space.

DELCOL 16 Deletes a column in a worksheet.

DELREOM 17 Deletes a row in a worksheet.

ODiREs® 17 Returns file names chronologically.

OoFE 18 Returns the name of the I ZFLAY I3 device

DLIME 18 Sends a worksheet to the printer or video.

EROVE 19 Ends VisiCalc.

ERREORE 19 Returns the value ERREE.

FIESTREFR® 20 Returns the first cell reference in a formula.

CETFOREMAT 20 Returns a local format from a cell.

CETFOREMULAE 20 Returns a formula from a cell.

CETLAREELS 21 Returns a label from a cell.

CETSZETURE 21 Returns a printer setup string from a worksheet.

CETSTATUES 21 Returns status information from a worksheet.

CETUARLUES 23 Returns a value from a cell.

CETHIOTH 24 Returns a local column width from a worksheet.

HIGHE 24 Returns a string that is highlighted.

THOART 24 Checks the existence of a file.

THLIHES 24 Extends keyboard input capabilities.
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Keyword Page Description

27 Returns the contents of the input buffer.

27 Returns the position of the edit cursor.

27 Returns the position of the first character in the LCD window.

27 Inserts a column in a worksheet.

28 Inserts a row in a worksheet.

28 Calculates a formula in VisiCalc scratch space.

28 Returns the cursor type.

29 Checks the syntax of a coordinate.

29 Marks a cell reference as being relative.

29 Returns the maximum column from a worksheet.

30 Returns the maximum of a list.

30 Returns the maximum row from a worksheet.

30 Returns the mean of a list.

30 Returns a message.

31 Returns the minimum of a list.

31 Moves a column in a worksheet.

31 Moves a row in a worksheet.

32 Returns the value HFi.

32 Returns the next cell reference in a formula.

32 Converts a formula into |tsmternal form

32 Returns the name of the | P = device

33 Returns Fi I DTH,

33 Puts a format into a cell.

33 Puts a formula into a cell.

34 Puts a label into a cell.

34 Puts a repeating label into a cell.

34 Puts a printer setup string into a worksheet.

34 Puts status information into a worksheet.

34 Puts a value into a cell.

35 Puts a local column width into a worksheet.

35 Recalls variables.

35 Recalculates a cell or a worksheet.

36 Performs replication.

36 Returns the row number of a coordinate.

36 Sets the LCD window.

37 Establishes the source range for =i L.

37 Displays the internal form of a formula

38 Stores variables.  
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Keyword Page Description

38 Returns the sum of a list.

38 Establishes the target range for FEFL IR TE,

39 Unmarks marked cell references.

39 Returns the column boundary to be displayed or printed.

39 Returns the row boundary to be displayed or printed.

40 Similar to the HP-75 ‘il function.

40 Runs VisiCalc.

41 Sets the length of the video.

42 Sets the width of the video.

42 Similar to the HP-75 k£% function.

42 Returns the size of the LCD window.

42 Specifies the active worksheet.
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